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There is no other way out: we must get out of the euro and take back 
our monetary sovereignty. The situation is very clear for everybody: the 
High Finance and the Bankers who are ruling the world want to have a 
complete power over it, and to do so they are destroying the National 
States and canceling every political or economical difference between 
States.

Europe is the first to be destroyed; what is happening right now is 
proving it clearly. The Central European Bank is ruthlessly pushing us 
towards the end, under the pretext of financial default. Bankers are 
slowly taking the place of politicians, democracy is silenced. As just 
happened in Greece, where instead of the announced referendum a new 
prime minister was appointed: a former vice-president of the Central 
European Bank. 

After pushing Italy on the verge of collapse and default, attacking our 
Treasury Bonds, the Central European Bank sent mr. Mario Monti, who 
for more than twenty years was part of it. Mr. Monti’s task is to cancel 
the democratic government and its will, and to sell the last italian assets.

We must ask for new elections and - setting aside political ideologies – 
we must be united in one only Party representing all people who share 
the following goal:

Get out of the euro denouncing as illegitimate – and therefore 
illegal – that a Sovereign State gives up its monetary 
sovereignty; coin again the money “lira” ; decide and state that 
national Treasury Bonds can be acquired only by Italian citizens.
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All members of Italiani Liberi, their friends and whoever agrees with this 
proposal can undersign it in the Italiani Liberi website: 
posta@italianiliberi.it

Ida Magli

Rome, November 12th, 2011
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